Sermon:

Moses is mentioned in the Quran more times than any other messenger

March 19, 2013

I seek refuge in Allah from satan the rejected.
In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
There are many prophets and messengers mentioned by name in the Quran. What is most remarkable
is, that though the Quran was revealed to Muhammad – the prophet and messenger of Allah, his
name is mentioned only 4 times in the verses – they are 3:144, 33:40, 47:2, 48:29. Most or all of the
verses are addressed to him but not by name. The 4 verses where his name is mentioned are:
3:144
33:40
47:2
48:29

The Allah letters are 35
The Allah letters are 24
The Allah letters are 26
The Allah letters are 80

Revealed: The total number of Allah’s letters that are stamped and inscribed in the 4 verses that
mention the name of Muhammad is perfectly 165. Why, and what is the number 165 for?
** (See revelation on Page 3) Muhammad was an idol worshiper before the guidance came to him,
just like all of us were before we were guided by the Most Gracious. He was inspired by Allah at
age 40 to know that Allah is One and Alone and Muhammad believed in the Absoluteness of Allah
that is represented through the number 165. The Shahadah “La Elaha Ella Allah” and the attribute of
“Al-Samad” both have the GV of 165, meaning, that there is no other god beside Allah and He is the
Absolute. This reveals the absolute precision of Allah to code the verses under his name with this
profound and sacred number. Had Allah inscribed the name of Muhammad in more than 4 verses, or
made the verses short or long, this Miracle of 165 would not have happened. Because of this specific
Miracle, it is apparent and evident that Allah has authored the Quran and has revealed it with His own
knowledge. Refer to Verses 10:37 and 4:166.
To prove the sacred number 165, Allah Most Exalted has precisely revealed 5 verses bearing the
words “Allah Wahdahoo – Allah Alone” with the inscription of 165 letters of His name. This
sacred number proves the Absoluteness of Allah and also proves all of the attributes mentioned in
the Quran for Him. The number 165 also reveals that the Absolute Lord is the One who chooses His
messengers and inspires them to believe in Him and His Absoluteness while refraining from
committing any kind of idol worship.
The clear example of Allah’s Absolute Authority is represented by the truth and fact that there are 5
verses mentioning “Allah Wahdahoo” and 4 verses that mention the name of His messenger and
prophet, Muhammad, thus revealing the difference of 1, to prove His Absolute Wisdom,
Omniscience and Omnipotence.
Another Marvel and Miracle is that the number 165 is Matched Perfectly for the 5 verses mentioning
“Allah Wahdahoo” and the 4 verses mentioning the name of His prophet and messenger,
Muhammad.
The 5 verses under “Allah Wahdahoo” are the following.
7:70

The Allah letters are 23
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39:45
40:12
40:84
60:4

The Allah letters are 26
The Allah letters are 23
The Allah letters are 20
The Allah letters are 73

Revealed: The total number of Allah letters in the 5 verses are Perfectly 165, Praise be to my Lord.
Revealed: The sum of 5 verses for Allah Alone is 215 and the sum of 4 verses on Muhammad is also
215 – thus Perfectly Matched, to reveal the Perfection of Allah and the Quran that was inspired and
revealed to Muhammad.
Let me open up verses 21:5 and 2:15 that evolve out of the number 215 to show you the Absolute
Wisdom, Omniscience, and Omnipotence of Allah, who controls everything in the Universe.
21:5 They even said, "Hallucinations," "He made it up," and, "He is a poet. Let him show us a
miracle like those of the previous messengers."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 25 and messenger’s letters are 26, revealing the diff. of 1.
2:15 Allah mocks them, and leads them on in their transgressions, blundering.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19.
Both Verses: The GV of Allah letters is 298 and 91 in each verse, the diff. is 207 proclaiming the
sacred word “Rabbahoo – his Lord.”
Thus, both verses evolving out of verses from the sets given above are marked and stamped with
Allah and His messenger’s letters to reveal the revelations of 1 and 19 as well as the name of the
Lord, Subhan Allah.
21:5 Part: Let him show us a miracle like those of the previous messengers.
The disbelievers asked Muhammad as well as the current messenger for a Miracle like those of the
past messengers. Allah is Bounteous and Omnipotent, so here is the truthful and verifiable Miracle
to nullify the statement of the disbelievers.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and messenger’s letters are 13, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 132 and GV of messenger’s letters is 354, revealing the diff.
of 222 to proclaim “Rabbayka – your Lord.”
BESIDES ALLAH, CAN ANYONE FROM HIS CREATIONS PRODUCE MIRACLES LIKE
THESE OUT OF THE VERSES THAT CAN BE READ AND VERIFIED? PRAISE BE TO
ALLAH.
** The disbelieving and idol worshiping followers of the Quran who have corrupted the truthful
Shahadah by including Muhammad’s name are basically worshiping 2 gods, as per Verse 16:51.
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There is a verse in the Quran that makes it clear that Muhammad did not read the previous scriptures
nor did he write them with his hand.
29:48 You did not read the previous scriptures, nor did you write them with your hand. In that case,
the rejectors would have had reason to harbor doubts.
Comment: The previous scriptures were all revealed by the same one god – Allah. These scriptures
had the same message of Allah’s Absoluteness and the prohibition of all forms of idol worship. As
Muhammad did not read the previous scriptures, he would not have known that Allah is One and
Absolute. Therefore, whatever he believed and followed prior to receiving the true guidance would
constitute idolatry. Allah has stated the truth about Muhammad while the idol worshipers dispute the
truth about Allah’s narration. Here is the Proof for Verse 29:48.
Revealed: The chapter number is 29 and verse number is 48, revealing the diff. of 19.
Revealed: The sum of digits of chapter 29 is 11 and the sum of digits of verse number 48 is 12,
revealing the diff. of 1.
29:48 Part 1: You did not read the previous scriptures.
Part 2: Nor did you write them with your hand.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 3, revealing the diff. of 2 gods for “idolatry.” The proof
confirms that Muhammad did not follow any revealed religion till he was guided by Allah.
Part 3: In that case, the rejectors would have had reason to harbor doubts.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters for the entire verse is 784, revealing 14 x 14 x 4. The
Miracle of Seven Pairs through the GV of messenger’s letters provides additional confirmation to the
meaning of the verse.
Here is more evidence that Muhammad stopped worshiping idols after the clear revelations came to
him from his Lord.
40:65 He is the Living; there is no god except He. You shall absolutely worship Him, devoting your
religion absolutely to Him. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the universe.
This verse precedes Verse 40:66 whereby Muhammad proclaimed that he was enjoined from
worshiping the idols that the disbelievers worshiped beside Allah and was commanded to submit
absolutely to the Lord of the Universe. The verse explained to Muhammad that Allah is the only
Living One and that there is no god except He, therefore he should worship Allah by devoting his
submission absolutely to Him.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 27 and messenger’s letters are 28, revealing the diff. of 1. The
Revelation of 1 proclaims Allah’s Absolute Authority as being the only Living and Eternal Lord of
the Universe.
40:66 Part 1: Say, "I have been enjoined from worshipping the idols you worship beside Allah.”
Part 2: When the clear revelations came to me from my Lord.
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Part 3: I was commanded to submit to the Lord of the universe.
Note that the numbers chosen by Allah for the chapter and verse number have a specific meaning
behind them. The number 40 represents the age at which Muhammad received the true and inspired
guidance from Allah, 66.
Revealed Part 1: The messenger’s letters are perfectly 19, confirming Allah’s command given to
the messengers enjoining them from worshiping idols besides Allah.
Revealed: Parts 2 & 3: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 13, revealing the diff. of 1. The sacred
coding has been revealed through the current messenger’s letters in order to confirm the verses of the
Quran. What applied to prophet Muhammad also applies to subsequent messengers, except some
verses and incidents that occurred during his lifetime.
Part 2: When the clear revelations came to me from my Lord.
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 14 up to “clear revelations – al bayyinato” and 19 up to “my Lord
– Rabbi” revealing the Sacred Codes of 19-14. The revelations inspired by Allah are clear and coded
to prevent the devils from interfering in them and to expose the followers of the scripture who are
hypocrites, disbelievers, and idol worshipers.
Revealed: For the same part of the verse, the Arabic Letters are 19 and Quranic Initials are 14,
revealing the Sacred Codes of 19-14 for the second time within such a short verse.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 44 and Verse No. is 66, the sum is 110, revealing the
Absoluteness of Allah. The messengers are inspired clear revelations and are commanded to submit
to the Lord of the Universe.
Both Verses 40:65-66 are uniquely coded through the letters of Muhammad to prove that he indeed
gave up worshiping idols after the revelations came to him. For us humans, it is inconceivable and
unfathomable that the verses are coded in so many different ways to reveal the specific meaning
through them.
Revealed: The letters of (prophet) Muhammad are 8 and 9 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
This is the Signature and Stamp of Allah who authored the verses of the Quran to confirm
everything that He had revealed to Muhammad.
I have done a count for the messengers mentioned in the Quran. It may not be exact and may be more
or less for each messenger. But it will give the believers some idea as to which messenger is
mentioned and quoted the most and the least.
Here is the chart showing the names of messengers and the count of each one’s name in the Quran.
Moses
Abraham
Noah
Joseph
Lot

136
69
43
27
27
4
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Messiah Jesus
Adam
Aaron
Solomon
Isaac
Jacob
David
Ismail
Shu’aib
Saaleh
Zachariah
Hood
John
Jonah (Zan Noon)
Muhammad
Job
Elias
Zul Qarnain
Luqmaan
Amram
Idris
Elisha
Zal Kifl
Saul (Taloot)
Israel

33
25
20
17
17
16
15
12
11
9
7
7
5
5
4
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
=====

*** There are 7 chapters in the Quran that are named after the messengers. They are:
Chapter 10
Chapter 11
Chapter 12
Chapter 14
Chapter 31
Chapter 47
Chapter 71

Younus
Hud
Yousuf
Ibrahim
Luqmaan
Muhammad
Noah

Let us now see and reflect on Moses who has been mentioned approximately 135 times, more than
any other messenger.
1. Allah created Moses for Himself and made him a messenger at birth
2. The purpose behind creating Moses – to counter the evil, cruel, and arrogant Pharaoh who
called himself a god beside Allah.
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3. Moses had a speech problem because of a knot in the tongue, as well as temper problems
4. Moses requests his Lord to strengthen him by appointing his brother Aaron as an assistant.
5. ALLAH spoke to Moses directly.
6. Moses Granted the Scripture and the Statute Book
7. Some of the Miracles granted to Moses
8. Retribution for the wicked transgressors
9. Moses’s made an inappropriate request to see his Lord physically
10. The disbelievers asked Moses to show them Allah, physically.
11. The followers of Moses put to the Test by Allah
12. Moses was provided a marriage partner while helping a family to fill up water
13. The Mystery behind the teacher of Moses – who was he? The Proof is at the end of the
subject
14. Ultimate Fate and Retribution for Pharaoh - Pharaoh’s wife was forgiven and granted
Paradise
*** The prime reason behind Moses being mentioned more times than any other messenger is that
Allah spoke to Moses directly with His voice as compared to other messengers with whom He
communicated through inspiration, as per verse 42:51. Also, Allah has stated that He made Moses
just for Himself and had him made before His watchful eyes, as per verses 20:39 and 20:41.
Moreover, Moses was put in a box as a child and his mother was asked to throw him into the river
to be picked up by Pharaoh who was an ardent enemy of Allah as well as Moses. Moses was raised
and brought up by Pharaoh, but after growing up he rebelled against Pharaoh, fled from him, and
became his enemy. (Verses 26:18 to 26:29)
The most number of verses on Moses, the history surrounding him, the miracles granted to him,
narration about his opponent and enemy Pharaoh and the retribution inflicted upon him and his
followers are given in Chapter 20. They are followed by approx. 66 verses in chapter 7. The
occurrences of 66 are subject to verification. (Verses 103 to 155, verses 159 to 171) Subhan Allah.
Why did Allah choose chapter 7 to reveal 66 verses on Moses? The number 7 is a Miracle in the
Quran; moreover the GV of the chapter name, “Al-Ahraaf – The Purgatory” is precisely 383 that
perfectly matches with the GV of “Al-Quran – 383.”
You will note verses whereby Allah spoke directly with Moses, and verses whereby Moses asked to
see Allah physically. It is Allah’s decree and decision that no one will see Allah physically during
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this life on Earth, the reason being that this life is a Test for the people to believe in Allah by seeing
His unlimited Signs on Earth, in the Universe, within their bodies, and through His scriptures that
have a lot of miracles in them. This is the reason Allah narrated this verse.
2:3 Part: Who believe in the unseen. (Lord)
Revealed: The Proof of this verse is revealed through the messenger, whose name letters reveals
“revelation of 296.”
Revealed: The GV of Quranic Initials in the verse is 282, and GV of messenger’s letters is 296,
revealing the diff. of 14 – the Profound Miracle and Revelation of 14, being the Seven Pairs Sign
granted to the messenger that is embedded in the verses of the great Quran, as per Verse 15:87.
Revealed: The GV of all Arabic letters in the verse is Perfectly 1998. Regarding this Sacred
Number, the people have to just open up Chapter 19 and they will witness that it has absolutely 98
verses. The numbers 19 and 98 reflect upon the miracles of 19 and 14.
Revealed: The GV of Arabic Letters is 1998 and GV of Quranic Initials is 282, the sum is 2280.
Praise be to Allah, this number reveals and confirms the year of the Day of Judgment that was
inspired to messenger, Rashad Khalifa.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 62, by adding His name 66, the sum reveals 128, Praise be to
Allah who has revealed the name of the messenger 128, through whom the proofs have been
revealed.
Allah created Moses for Himself and made him a messenger at birth
20:37 We have blessed you another time.
20:38 "When we revealed to your mother what we revealed.
20:39 "Saying: `Throw him into the box, then throw him into the river. The river will throw him onto
the shore, to be picked up by an enemy of Mine and an enemy of his.' I showered you with love from
Me, and I had you made before My watchful eye.
20:40 "Your sister walked to them and said, `I can tell you about a nursing mother who can take good
care of him.' We thus returned you to your mother, that she may be happy and stop worrying. And
when you killed a person, we saved you from the grievous consequences; indeed we tested you
thoroughly. You stayed years with the people of Midyan, and now you have come back in accordance
with a precise plan.
20:41 "I have made you just for Me.
20:39 Part A I showered you with love from Me.
Part B And I had you made before My watchful eye.
Revealed: Part A: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 66, revealing that Allah showered Moses
with His love.
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Revealed: Parts A & B: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 8 in each part, revealing the name of
the messenger 128, who has also been showered with Allah’s love and created for the purpose of
carrying out a specific plan.
20:39 Part: And I had you made before My watchful eye.
20:41 I have made you just for Me.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters in both parts are 14, revealing the Miracle of Seven Pairs and
confirming that Moses was made by Allah before His watchful eye and made just for Him.
The purpose behind creating Moses – to counter the evil, cruel, oppressive and arrogant Pharaoh
who was a tyrant and claimed himself to be a god
40:36 Pharaoh said, "O Haamaan, build for me a high tower, that I may reach out and discover.
40:37 "I want to reach the heaven, and take a look at the god of Moses. I believe he is a liar." Thus
were the evil works of Pharaoh adorned in his eyes, and thus was he kept from following (the right)
path. Pharaoh's scheming was truly evil.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 19 in both verses.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13 and 27 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 14. Praise be to
Allah, who has marked these verses with the Sacred Miracles to point out the blasphemy committed
by Pharaoh, Haamaan and others around him.
40:37 Part: "I (Pharaoh) want to reach the heaven,
Part: And take a look at the god of Moses. I believe he is a liar."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 14 in each part, revealing the Miracle of Seven Pairs.
This shows Pharaoh’s arrogance in challenging Moses to reach the heaven to take a look at the god of
Moses and calling him a liar.
28:38 Pharaoh said, "O you elders, I have not known of any god for you other than me. Therefore,
fire the adobe, O Hamaan, in order to build a tower, that I may take a look at the god of Moses. I am
sure that he is a liar."
Revealed: On the first occurrence of “elaaha – god” the Aleefs of Absoluteness are 7 and up to the
second occurrence of “elaaha – god” the Aleefs are precisely 14. Pharaoh committed blasphemy by
calling himself god and showed gross arrogance by challenging Moses that he will build a tower so
that he can take a look at his god. Therefore, both occurrences of “god” are marked through the
precise miracles of Seven Pairs.
28:38 Part: Pharaoh said, "O you elders.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and messenger’s letters are 10, revealing the diff. of 1.
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Part: I have not known of any god for you other than me.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 97 and GV of messenger’s letters is 320, revealing the diff.
of 223. Pharaoh would not have known the true value of Allah and of the believers who reverently
believe in Him.
Part: Therefore, fire the adobe, O Hamaan, in order to build a tower, that I may take a look at the god
of Moses.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 7 and Allah letters are 19, revealing the sacred codes to
expose the blasphemy of Pharaoh and Hamaan.
Part: I have not known of any god for you other than me.
Part: That I may take a look at the god of Moses.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 10 and 11, revealing the diff. of 1. The believers know and
believe that there is only One God and do not have to look at Him in order to believe in Him.
10:83 Part 1: None believed with Moses except a few of his people, while fearing the tyranny of
Pharaoh and his elders.
Part 2: Pharaoh was much too arrogant on earth, and a real tyrant.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and 12 in each part, revealing the diff. of 2. Note that Part 1 is
marked with 14 Allah letters to explain that some followers of Moses did indeed believe. The
revelation of 2 is to expose Pharaoh and his elders who were arrogant and tyrants.
10:84 Moses said, "O my people, if you have really believed in Allah, then put your trust in Him, if
you are really submitters."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14. Moses asked those among his people who had believed in Allah
to put their trust in Him if they had really submitted to Him.
10:84 Part: Moses said. (the messenger’s letters are 7)
Part: O my people, if you have really believed in Allah, then put your trust in Him, if you are really
submitters.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 165 to enlighten us that Moses asked his believing
followers to fully submit to Allah by putting all their trust in Him, meaning Allah’s Absoluteness.
Part: O my people, if you have really believed in Allah.
Part: Then put your trust in Him, if you are really submitters.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 13 and 14, revealing the diff. of 1. All messengers stress and
emphasize on their followers to believe in the Absoluteness of Allah as 1.
10:85 Part 1: They said, "We trust in Allah.
Part 2: Our Lord, save us from the persecution of these oppressive people.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 11 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
10:86 Part 1: Deliver us, with Your mercy.
Part 2: From the disbelieving people.
Revealed: The Allah letter is only 1 as an Aleef in Part 1, with 4 Allah letters in Part 2, revealing
the Miracle of 14 through the Pattern of letters.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters in each part is 1 and 62, revealing the number 162 for
submission. The believers implored Allah to bestow mercy upon them and to save them from the
disbelieving people.
Moses had a speech problem because of a knot in the tongue, as well as temper problems
20:25 He said, “My Lord, cool my temper.”
20:26 “And make this matter easy for me.”
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 7 in each verse, confirming the truth of Moses request
to his Lord.
20:27 "And untie a knot from my tongue.”
20:28 "So they can understand my speech.”
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for both verses is 133 which is 7 x 19, revealing and confirming
Moses requests his Lord to strengthen him by appointing his brother Aaron as an assistant
20:29 "And appoint an assistant for me from my family.
20:30 "My brother Aaron.
20:31 "Strengthen me with him.
20:32 "Let him be my partner in this matter.
Revealed: All 4 Verses: The messenger’s name initials are 14 and name letters are 19, revealing the
Sacred Miracle of 14-19 to confirm the verses about Moses request to his Lord to appoint Aaron as
his partner in delivering the message to Pharaoh and his people.
20:33 That we may glorify You frequently.
20:34 And commemorate You frequently.
Revealed: Each verse is marked with 1 Aleef (GV of 1) signifying Moses and Aaron’s commitment
to uphold Allah’s Absolute Authority by glorifying and commemorating Him frequently.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 140 (14 x 10) and 66 confirming that Moses and Aaron
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commemorated and glorified Allah as He taught and inspired them to do.
20:35 "You are Seer of us."
20:36 He said, “Your request is granted, O Moses.”
20:37 We have blessed you another time.
Revealed: The Allah letters 3-4-5 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1. This proof confirms that
Allah accepted Moses’ request to make his brother Aaron to be his partner and thereby blessed him
another time.
26:14 Also, they consider me a fugitive; I fear lest they kill me.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7. Moses abandoned Pharaoh after being raised by him; therefore he
was afraid that they might kill him being a fugitive.
26:15 He said, "No, (they will not). Go with My proofs. We will be with you, listening.
26:16 "Go to Pharaoh and say, `We are messengers from the Lord of the universe.'
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11 and 10, revealing the diff. of 1. Moses and Aaron were assured
by Allah that He is with them, listening, and to proclaim to Pharaoh that they were messengers from
the Lord of the Universe.
26:17 Let the Children of Israel go.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 392, which is 14 x 14 x 2. The GV of Allah letters is
64, the sum of both is 456, which is 19 x 24.
28:34 Part 1: Also, my brother Aaron is more eloquent than I.
Part 2: Send him with me as a helper to confirm and strengthen me. I fear lest they disbelieve me."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and 8, revealing the diff. of 1.
28:35 Part 1: He said, "We will strengthen you with your brother, and we will provide you both with
manifest authority.”
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14. The Proof confirms that Moses and Aaron were
supported by Allah with manifest authority.
Part 2: Thus, they will not be able to touch either one of you. With our miracles, the two of you,
together with those who follow you, will be the victors.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 548 and 614 in each part, revealing the diff. of 66. This
reveals that Moses and Aaron were guaranteed victory by Allah and assured that Pharaoh and his
troops would not be able to harm any of the messengers.
ALLAH spoke to Moses directly
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4:164 Part: Messengers we have told you about.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 confirming the Truth of Allah’s Narration regarding His
messengers – some have been mentioned in the Quran and others that He has chosen not to mention.
The current messenger is pointed out here through the Miracle of Seven Pairs – 14.
4:164 Part 1: Messengers we have told you about, and messengers we never told you about.
Part 2: And Allah spoke to Moses directly.
Revealed Both Parts: The Allah letters are 17 and messenger’s letters are 36, revealing the diff. of
19.
4:164 Part 1: Messengers we have told you about, and messengers we never told you about.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are 24, revealing the diff. of 14.
Through the Miracle of Seven Pairs, the Most Gracious has confirmed the verse on known and
unknown messengers.
Note that both of the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14 have been revealed through the inscription of Allah
and His messenger’s letters, Praise be to Allah.
27:7 Part: Recall that Moses said to his family, "I see a fire; let me bring you news therefrom, or a
torch to warm you.
27:8 When he came to it, he was called: "Blessed is the One (who is speaking from) within the fire,
and those around it." Glory be to Allah, Lord of the universe.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 66 revealing and confirming the verses that Allah, Most
Glorified is the One who spoke from within the fire to Moses.
27:7 Part: Recall that Moses said to his family.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 306, revealing the full name of the messenger and
confirming that Moses was inspired to approach the fire so that Allah could speak to him.
27:7 Part: "I see a fire; let me bring you news therefrom, or a torch” (to warm you)
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 19 – the inspiration was granted to Moses about some
news that he will receive near the fire, but he had no idea that Allah will speak to him with His voice
from within the fire. The Proof of 19 is up to the Arabic word “beshahabin.”
27:7 Part: "I see a fire; let me bring you news therefrom, or a torch to warm you
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s name initials are 19, revealing the Sacred Codes
of 14-19 to confirm the above part of the verse.
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27:8 When he came to it, he was called: "Blessed is the One (who is speaking from) within the fire,
and those around it." Glory be to Allah, Lord of the universe.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 in the verse revealing that it was the Blessed Allah who spoke to
Moses from within the fire.
27:8 When he came to it, he was called: "Blessed is the One (who is speaking from) within the fire,
and those around it." Glory be to Allah, Lord of the universe.
27:9 "O Moses, this is Me, Allah, the Almighty, Most Wise.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters up to the Aleef of Allah from Verse 27:8 to Verse 27:9 are precisely
66, revealing the Glorified Name as well as His Absoluteness. The Quranic Initials up to the Aleef
of Allah are 52, thus revealing the diff. of 14 – the great Miracle of Seven Pairs. After the Aleef,
the remaining letters and words to the end of the verse are inscribed with 7 letters of Allah and 8
letters of the messenger to reveal the diff. of 1, Subhan Allah.
The sum of digits of the revealed numbers 66 and 52 (6+6+5+2) is 19.
27:8 Part: And Glory be to Allah, Lord of the universe.
27:9 Part: This is Me, Allah, the Almighty, Most Wise.
Revealed: For both parts on Allah being the Lord of the Universe and being the Almighty, Most
Wise, the total Allah letters are (7+12) = 19 to proclaim that He is “One – Waahid.”
Revealed: For both parts, the messenger’s letters are 23 to proclaim that He is “Alone –
Wahdahoo.” The 2 beautiful parts sum up that Allah is One and Alone through His and the
messenger’s letters.
Attributes of “Almighty – Most Wise”
The GV of messenger’s letters in both words is 128, revealing the name of the messenger chosen by
the Almighty, Most Wise, Glory be to Allah.
The Sacred Word: “Lord of the Universe” The GV of messenger’s letters is 162 revealing that He
commands and expects “full submission” from the people by believing and following His
messengers.
The Sacred Words: “Allah, Lord of the Universe.” The GV of messenger’s letters is 222 revealing
that “your Lord – Rabbayka” commands the people to submit to Him through His messenger.
28:29 When Moses had fulfilled his obligation he traveled with his family (towards Egypt).
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14.
28:29 Part: He saw from the slope of Mount Sinai a fire. He said to his family, "Stay here. I have
seen a fire. Maybe I can bring to you news, or a portion of the fire to warm you."
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28:30 When he reached it, he was called from the edge of the right side of the valley, in the blessed
spot where the burning bush was located: "O Moses, this is Me. Allah; Lord of the universe.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 32 and 31, revealing the diff. of 1. The revelation confirms that
Moses was inspired to go near the burning bush where Allah spoke to him.
Revealed: In Verse 28:30, the count of 66 Arabic Letters occurs on the 1st “L” (laam) of Allah,
confirming His glorified name as well as confirming that Moses was called out by Him in the blessed
spot where the burning bush was located in order to speak to him.
28:31 Part 1: "Throw down your staff." When he saw it moving like a demon, he turned around and
fled.
Part 2: "O Moses, come back; do not be afraid. You are perfectly safe.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 17 and 8 in each part, revealing the first name of the messenger as
178 and to confirm the miracle granted to Moses.
28:32 Part 1: Put your hand into your pocket; it will come out white without a blemish. Fold your
wings and settle down from your fear.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are 24, revealing the diff. of 14. This is
confirmation of another miracle granted to Moses by Allah.
Part 2: These are two proofs from your Lord.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 confirming the two proofs from the Lord.
Part 3: To be shown to Pharaoh and his elders; they have been wicked people.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19.
19:51 Part 1: Mention in the scripture Moses.
Part 2: He was devoted, and he was a messenger prophet.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 8 and 12 in each part, revealing the last name of the
messenger 128 to confirm the verse.
19:52 We called him from the right side of Mount Sinai. We brought him close, to confer with him.
19:53 And we granted him, out of our mercy, his brother Aaron as a prophet.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and 10 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
20:9 Have you noted the history of Moses?
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 8 and the verse number is 9, revealing the diff. of 1.
20:10 When he saw a fire, he said to his family, "Stay here. I have seen a fire. Maybe I can bring you
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some of it, or find some guidance at the fire."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 29 and the messenger’s letters are also 29, revealing the “Perfectly
Matching” proof.
20:11-12 (Part) When he came to it, he was called, “O, Moses, I am your Lord.”
20:12 Part 2: Remove your sandals. You are in the sacred valley, Tuwaa.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1. Moses was summoned
to the sacred valley of Tuwaa and asked to remove his sandals, in order to listen to what Allah had to
say to him.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 14 in each part, revealing and confirming through the
profound miracle of Seven Pairs about the truth of the verses.
20:12: I am your Lord; remove your sandals. You are in the sacred valley, Tuwaa.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128 revealing the name of the current messenger. Allah Ta’ala
has confirmed through the messenger that Moses was summoned to the sacred valley of Tuwaa to
communicate the following message to him, as given in verses 20:13-14.
20:13 "I have chosen you, so listen to what is being revealed.
20:14 "I am Allah; there is no other god beside Me. You shall absolutely worship Me, and observe
the Contact Prayers (Salat) to remember Me.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 30 and messenger’s letters are 31, revealing the diff. of 1.This was
the message to Moses from Allah, Most Glorified about His Absoluteness and the same message
has now been revealed to the current messenger, Glory be to Allah. The numbers 30 and 31 reveal
the words “Lord of the Universe, 433.” (3031 = 7 x 433)
20:15 "The Hour (end of the world) is surely coming; I will keep it almost hidden, for each soul must
be paid for its works.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14. The end of the world has already been revealed through
messenger Rashad and confirmed by messenger Makbool to take place in the year 2280, Subhan
Allah.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is perfectly 114, as the revelation of the end of the world was
revealed through the Quran.
Moses and Aaron Granted the Scripture and the Statute Book
7:144 He said, "O Moses, I have chosen you, out of all the people, with My messages and by
speaking to you. Therefore, take what I have given you and be appreciative."
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 14. The revelation explains that Moses was reminded of Allah’s
blessing and mercy to choose him out of all the people by revealing him His messages and by
speaking to him. Moses was further reminded to be appreciative of what Allah had granted him.
7:145 We wrote for him on the tablets all kinds of enlightenments and details of everything: "You
shall uphold these teachings strongly, and exhort your people to uphold them - these are the best
teachings. I will point out for you the fate of the wicked."
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 14 in the verse. The tablets were pre-written by the angel
under the authority of Allah, with all kinds of enlightenments and details of everything. Moses was
commanded to uphold the revealed teachings, as they were the best teachings, and to exhort his
people to do the same.
7:145 Part 1: We wrote for him on the tablets all kinds of enlightenments and details of everything.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 with the GV of 165 up to the word “details” and 14 in the verse.
Part 2: : "You shall uphold these teachings strongly, and exhort your people to uphold them - these
are the best teachings. I will point out for you the fate of the wicked."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13. In Part 1, the Allah letters are 14, and in Part 2, they are 13,
thereby revealing the diff. of 1. The revelation points out that Moses received the best teachings
from Allah with all kinds of enlightenments and details of everything.
Part: "You shall uphold these teachings strongly, and exhort your people to uphold them - these are
the best teachings.”
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 confirming that the teachings revealed through the tablets
were the best teachings.
Proof behind the revealed Tablets. The Arabic word – Al Alwaahe
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and messenger’s letters are 4, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The GV of “the tablets” is 77 and GV of Allah letters is 63, revealing the diff. of 14.
The revelation of 1 and the Seven Pairs proves that Moses was granted a proven scripture
mathematically coded, just like the Quran.
2:53 Part 1: Recall that we gave Moses the scripture and the statute book.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66, revealing that Allah is the One who gave Moses the
scripture that contained His laws called the statute book.
Part 2: That you may be guided.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 3 and messenger’s letters are 5, revealing the diff. of 2. The
Scripture and the Statute Book was revealed to Moses to guide the misguided people.
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28:43 We gave Moses the scripture - after having annihilated the previous generations, and after
setting the examples through them - to provide enlightenment for the people, and guidance, and
mercy, that they may take heed.
6:91 Part 1: They never valued Allah as He should be valued. Thus, they said, "Allah does not
reveal anything to any human being."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19. The disbelievers do not value Allah and His mercy and dispute
the truth by saying that Allah does not reveal anything to any human being. Allah’s Signature of 19
attests to the Truth that Allah does reveal to human beings chosen by Him.
Part: Thus, they said, "Allah does not reveal anything to any human being."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14, proving that the messenger has been revealed the Miracle
of Seven Pairs as well as other profound and unique miracles by Allah, Most Exalted.
6:91 Part 2: Say, "Who then revealed the scripture that Moses brought, with light and guidance for
the people?"
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 in Part 2, while in Part 1 they were 19, thus revealing the Sacred
Codes of 19-14.
6:91 Part 3: You put it down on paper to proclaim it, while concealing a lot of it. You were taught
what you never knew - you and your parents.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16 and messenger’s letters are 30, revealing the diff. of 14. Allah
has revealed miracles through the past messengers and scriptures, but the disbelievers either mocked
them or simply disbelieved in them.
6:91 Part 4: Say, "ALLAH (is the One who revealed it)," then leave them in their heedlessness,
playing.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14, confirming that all miracles are revealed by Allah to His
messengers.
7:159 Among the followers of Moses there are those who guide in accordance with the truth, and the
truth renders them righteous.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 with the GV of 77. Praise be to Allah who granted Moses the
coded scripture, like the Quran.
21:48 We gave Moses and Aaron the Statute Book, a beacon, and a reminder for the righteous.
23:45 Then we sent Moses and his brother Aaron with our revelations and a profound proof.
Revealed Both Verses: The Allah letters are 11 and 10, revealing the diff. of 1. Both messengers
were granted the Statute Book with Allah’s revelations and proofs that were a reminder for the
righteous.
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Revealed Both Verses: The sum of digits of Verse 21:48 is 15 and sum of digits of Verse 23:45 is
14, revealing the diff. of 1.
23:45 Then we sent Moses and his brother Aaron with our revelations and a profound proof.
23:46 To Pharaoh and his elders, but they turned arrogant. They were oppressive people.
Revealed: Both Verses: The Allah letters are 10 and 12, revealing the diff. of 2 gods. Pharaoh and
his elders were arrogant disbelievers as well as very oppressive, and rejected the revelations that were
sent through Moses and Aaron.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 6 and 8 revealing the diff. of 2 gods while the sum is 14.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 22 and 20 revealing the diff. of 2 gods. The revelations and
profound proofs granted to Moses and Aaron were from Allah, but Pharaoh and his elders turned
arrogant and rejected them. Hence, Allah has revealed the revelation of 2 through the Allah letters,
the Aleefs as well as the letters of the messenger.
23:47 They said, "Shall we believe for two men whose people are our slaves?"
23:48 They rejected the two, and consequently, they were annihilated.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 in both verses. The Proof of 19 confirms that Pharaoh and his
elders were annihilated by Allah for rejecting the revelations and proof sent through Moses and
Aaron.
Some of the Miracles granted to Moses
7:103 After (those messengers,) we sent Moses with our signs to Pharaoh and his people, but they
transgressed. Note the consequences for the wicked.
7:104 Moses said, “O Pharaoh, I am a messenger from the Lord of the universe.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 revealing the Authorization of Allah for Moses.
7:105 Part 1: It is incumbent upon me that I do not say about Allah except the truth.
Part 2: I come to you with a sign from your Lord; let the Children of Israel go.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16 and 5 in each part, revealing the profound code of Absoluteness
of 165. It confirms that Moses spoke the truth about Allah and presented the sign to Pharaoh saying
that he was a messenger from the Lord of the Universe.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 and 20 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
7:106 He (Pharaoh) said, "If you have a sign, then produce it, if you are truthful."
The Miracle granted to Moses revealed and confirmed:
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7:107 He threw down his staff, and it turned into a tremendous serpent.
7:108 He took out his hand, and it was white to the beholders.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 7, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 10 and 11, revealing the diff. of 1.
7:109 The leaders among Pharaoh's people said, "This is no more than a clever magician.
7:110 "He wants to take you out of your land; what do you recommend?"
7:111 They said, "Respite him and his brother, and send summoners to every city.
7:112 "Let them summon every experienced magician."
7:113 The magicians came to Pharaoh and said, "Do we get paid if we are the winners?"
7:114 He said, "Yes indeed; you will even become close to me."
7:115 They said, "O Moses, either you throw, or we are throwing."
7:116 He said, "You throw." When they threw, they tricked the people's eyes, intimidated them, and
produced a great magic.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19. When Pharaoh’s magicians threw, they tricked the people’s eyes
and produced a great magic. In the next coded verse, Allah reveals what he inspired Moses to do in
order to defeat the fabrication produced by the magicians.
7:117 We then inspired Moses: “Throw down your staff," whereupon it swallowed whatever they
fabricated.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 revealing that Moses staff over powered the illusion that Pharaoh
created and swallowed whatever they produced and fabricated, with the support of Allah.
7:118 Thus, the truth prevailed, and what they did was nullified.
7:119 They were defeated then and there; they were humiliated.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and 8, revealing the diff. of 1. The revelation proves Moses was
granted victory over the disbelievers who were defeated and humiliated.
7:120 The magicians fell prostrate.
7:121 They said, “We believe in the Lord of the Universe.”
7:122 "The Lord of Moses and Aaron."
Revealed: The Allah letters in all 3 verses are Perfectly 14 to explain that the magicians fell
prostrate after seeing the proof of Moses and readily believed in the Lord of Moses and Aaron – being
the Lord of the universe.
7:121 They said, “We believe in the Lord of the Universe.”
7:122 "The Lord of Moses and Aaron."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 8 in each verse, revealing the current messenger’s
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name, 128. The Lord of the Universe is the Lord of the messengers and the believers have to state
this fact in order to believe.
7:121 They said, “We believe in the Lord of the Universe.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 12, revealing the name of the
messenger through the Pattern. As stated earlier, the belief is unacceptable to Allah unless you
believe in His messenger.
7:123 Pharaoh said, "Did you believe in him without my permission? This must be a conspiracy you
schemed in the city, in order to take its people away. You will surely find out.
7:124 "I (Pharaoh) will cut your hands and feet on alternate sides, then I will crucify you all."
7:125 They said, “We will then return to our Lord.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 9 revealing the diff. of 1. The proof reveals that the
magicians believed wholeheartedly when they fell prostrate before Allah and were willing to return
back to their Lord, if Pharaoh killed them.
7:126 Part 1: You persecute us simply because we believed in the proofs of our Lord when they
came to us.
Part 2: "Our Lord, grant us steadfastness, and let us die as submitters."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and 7 in each part, showing the steadfastness of the magicians
who decided to submit fully and implored Allah to let them die as submitters.
7:127 The leaders among Pharaoh's people said, "Will you allow Moses and his people to corrupt the
earth, and forsake you and your gods?" He said, "We will kill their sons, and spare their daughters.
We are much more powerful than they are."
7:128 Part 1: Moses said to his people, "Seek Allah’s help, and steadfastly persevere.”
Part 2: “The earth belongs to Allah, and He grants it to whomever He chooses from among His
servants. The ultimate victory belongs to the righteous."
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 6 and 7 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 247 (19 x 13) up to “servants” and 343 (7x7x7) in the entire
verse.
7:129 Part 1: They said, "We were persecuted before you came to us, and after you came to us."
Part 2: He said, "Your Lord will annihilate your enemy and establish you on earth, then He will see
how you behave."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11 and 10 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1. Allah heard the
imploring of the new believers and responded by saying that He will annihilate their enemy and
establish them on earth to see how they will behave. What this means is that their behavior had to be
righteous and in accordance with the commands and laws of Allah.
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27:10 "Throw down your staff." When he saw it moving like a demon, he turned around and fled. "O
Moses, do not be afraid. My messengers shall not fear.”
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are Perfectly 14 in the verse. Moses was reminded by Allah
not to be afraid, as His messengers should not have any fear, because Allah watches over them.
27:11 Except those who commit a transgression, then substitute righteousness after sinning; I am
Forgiving, Most Merciful.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7, revealing the attributes of Forgiver and Most Merciful for those
who substitute righteousness after committing a transgression and sin.
27:12 Part 1: Put your hand in your pocket; it will come out white, without a blemish. These are
among nine miracles to Pharaoh and his people.
Part 2: For they are wicked people.
Revealed: The Allah letters are Perfectly 7 in Part 1 to reflect on one of the nine miracles granted
by Allah to Moses to be shown to Pharaoh and his people. The Allah letters in Part 2 are 5,
revealing the diff. of 2 gods between parts 1 and 2. Pharaoh and his people were disbelievers and
they challenged Allah and His messengers.
27:13 Part 1: When our miracles were presented to them, clear and profound.
Part 2: They said, "This is obviously magic."
Revealed: Part 1: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are also 7 – Perfectly Matched.
The GV of messenger’s letters is 212 proclaiming “Rabbi – my Lord.”
Revealed: Part 2: The Allah letters are 5 and messenger’s letters are 9, revealing the pattern under
which the verses on messenger’s names occur in the Quran, for a total of 14 times. The GV of Allah
letters is 38, a multiple of 19 and GV of messenger’s name is 306, revealing the full name of the
messenger. Whenever any messenger presents clear and profound miracles from their Lord, the
disbelievers always say that it is magic and arrogantly reject the truth.
2:60 Recall that Moses sought water for his people. We said, "Strike the rock with your staff."
Whereupon, twelve springs gushed out therefrom. The members of each tribe knew their own water.
Eat and drink from Allah’s provisions, and do not roam the earth corruptingly.
Revealed Entire Verse: The Allah letters are 35 and messenger’s letters are 54, revealing the diff.
of 19. The profound miracle of Allah whereby He directed Moses to strike the rock with his staff
whereupon twelve springs gushed out to provide water for each tribe is confirmed through the
Miracle of 19 that involves Allah and His messenger’s letters.
2:60 Part 1: Recall that Moses sought water for his people. We said, "Strike the rock with your
staff."
Part 2: Whereupon, twelve springs gushed out therefrom. The members of each tribe knew their own
water.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 11 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1. The Supreme
Revelation of 1 proves that Moses was provided with twelve springs for his tribes constituting a great
Miracle of Allah.
Part 3: Eat and drink from Allah’s provisions, and do not roam the earth corruptingly.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 19, proving that Allah provided food
and water for the twelve tribes as a blessing and mercy from Him. He warned them not be
unappreciative by roaming the earth in a corrupt way.
2:61 Part 1: Recall that you said, "O Moses, we can no longer tolerate one kind of food. Call upon
your Lord to produce for us such earthly crops as beans, cucumbers, garlic, lentils, and onions."
Part 2: He said, "Do you wish to substitute that which is inferior for that which is good? Go down to
Egypt, where you can find what you asked for." They have incurred condemnation, humiliation, and
disgrace, and brought upon themselves wrath from Allah.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 14 and 15, revealing the diff. of 1. The Supreme
Revelation shows that the people were unappreciative and complained to Moses that they could not
tolerate one kind of food. They asked Moses to call upon his Lord to provide them with additional
foods as mentioned in the verse.
Part: They have incurred condemnation, humiliation, and disgrace, and brought upon themselves
wrath from Allah.
Part: This is because they rejected Allah’s revelations, and killed the prophets unjustly.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and 15, revealing the diff. of 1. The hypocrites among the
followers of Moses who asked for additional earthly crops showed their lack of appreciation for
Allah. Even though Allah provided what they asked for, they were guilty of rejecting His revelations
and for the killing the prophets unjustly. They incurred condemnation, humiliation, disgrace, and
brought Allah’s wrath upon themselves.
Part: This is because they disobeyed.
Part: And they transgressed.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 3 and 2 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 4 and 6, revealing the diff. of 2. The hypocrites and the
disbelievers disobeyed Moses and transgressed against the messenger, thus incurring the gross sin of
idolatry as proven through the revelation of 2 through the messenger’s letters.
17:101 Part 1: We supported Moses with nine profound miracles - ask the Children of Israel.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 proving that Moses was granted with nine profound miracles.
17:101 Part: We supported Moses with nine profound miracles.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14, confirming the nine miracles granted to Moses.
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Part 2: When he went to them, Pharaoh said to him, "I think that you, Moses, are bewitched."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19. Even though Moses showed profound miracles to
Pharaoh, his response to Moses was that he was bewitched.
17:102 Part 1: He said, "You know full well that no one can manifest these except, obviously, the
Lord of the heavens and the earth.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and messenger’s letters are 20, revealing the diff. of 1. Moses
informed Pharaoh that the miracles shown by him cannot be manifested by anyone, except the Lord
of the heavens and the earth.
Part 2: I think that you, Pharaoh, are doomed.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 33 and GV of messenger’s letters is 260, the diff. is 227 to
proclaim “the believers.” Pharaoh disbelieved in all the Signs and Miracles shown by Moses and
chose not to be a believer.
17:103 When he pursued them, as he chased them out of the land, we drowned him, together with
those who sided with him, all of them.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are Perfectly 7, proving that Pharaoh and his allies were all
drowned as retribution from Allah.
17:104 Part 1: And we said to the Children of Israel afterwards, "Go live into this land.”
Part 2: When the final prophecy comes to pass, we will summon you all in one group.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11 and 10, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: Part 2: The messenger’s letters are 7 to confirm the prophecy.
10:75 Then we sent after them Moses and Aaron to Pharaoh and his group, with our proofs. But they
turned arrogant; and were transgressing people.
10:76 When the truth came to them from us, they said, "This is obviously magic!"
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 14 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1. Pharaoh and his
group rejected the proofs presented by Moses out of arrogance, and called the truth from Allah as
magic.
10:77 Part 1: Moses said, “Is this how you describe the truth when it comes to you?”
Part 2: Is this magic? How can any magicians prevail?
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and 8 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 17 and Aleefs are 8, revealing the first name of the messenger
through the Pattern.
10:78 Part 1: They said, “Did you come to divert us from what we found our parents doing, and to
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attain positions of prominence for yourselves on earth?”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 23 and messenger’s letters are 24, revealing the diff. of 1.
Part 2: We will never join you as believers.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14. Pharaoh and his group continued to disbelieve in the
proofs shown by Moses as magic, and refused to become believers.
10:79 Part 1: Pharaoh said.
Part 2: Bring to me every experienced magician.
Revealed: The Allah letters in each part are 2 and 3, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 5 and 10 in each part, revealing the doubling of numbers to
prove the idolatry committed by Pharaoh.
10:80 Part 1: When the magicians came.
Part 2: Moses said to them, "Throw whatever you are going to throw."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 5 in part 1 and 19 in part 2, revealing the diff. of 14.
10:81 Part: When they threw.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and messenger’s letters are 5 – Perfectly Matched.
Part: Moses said, "What you have produced is magic, and Allah will make it fail.”
Part: Allah does not support the transgressors' work.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 and 14 in each part, revealing the Sacred Codes to prove
that Allah nullified the magic of Pharaoh’s troops, as He does not support the transgressors.
10:82 Part: Allah establishes the truth with His words.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 12, revealing the name of the
messenger. With these profound proofs and revelations, Allah has established the truth with His
words.
Part: Despite the criminals.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66, enlightening us that He establishes the truth despite the
falsehood preached by the criminals.
10:87 Part 1: We inspired Moses and his brother. “Maintain your homes in Egypt for the time
being.”
Part 2: Turn your homes into synagogues, and maintain the Contact Prayers (Salat). Give good news
to the believers.
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 26 and 27 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed Part 2: The Allah letters are 13 and messenger’s letters are 27, revealing the diff. of 14.
7:137 Part 1: We let the oppressed people inherit the land, east and west, and we blessed it. The
blessed commands of your Lord were thus fulfilled for the Children of Israel, to reward them for their
steadfastness.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 266 that is 14 x 19.
Part 2: And we annihilated the works of Pharaoh and his people and everything they harvested.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7, confirming the annihilation of Pharaoh, his people, and
everything they harvested.
Moses’s made an inappropriate request to see his Lord physically
7:142 We summoned Moses for thirty nights, and completed them by adding ten. Thus, the audience
with his Lord lasted forty nights. Moses said to his brother Aaron, "Stay here with my people,
maintain righteousness, and do not follow the ways of the corrupters."
7:143 Part: When Moses came at our appointed time, and his Lord spoke with him, he said, "My
Lord, let me look and see You."
Revealed: The Aleefs are 7 and Allah letters are 14, revealing the profound miracles of Seven Pairs
to confirm that Moses came at the appointed time that the Lord set; this is when the Lord spoke with
him. This is when Moses made the inappropriate request to his Lord to see Him physically.
7:143 Part He said, "You cannot see Me. Look at that mountain; if it stays in its place, then you can
see Me.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14. Moses was denied the request to see his Lord physically; instead
he was asked to look at the mountain, and if it stayed in its place, then he could see Him.
Part: Then, his Lord manifested Himself.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 4 and messenger’s letters are 5, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 66, proving that Allah, Most Glorified manifested
Himself to the mountain where Moses was asked to see.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66 and GV of messenger’s letters is 112, revealing the sum of
178 to proclaim the first name of the messenger who has been revealed these blessed revelations.
Part A: Then, his Lord manifested Himself to the mountain.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 9, revealing the diff. of 2. The
Revelation of 2 confirms through Allah and His messenger’s letters that the Lord did manifest
Himself to the mountain, but the mountain could not withstand the “Energy and Presence” of Allah,
Praise be to Him.
Part B: And this caused it to crumble. Moses fell unconscious.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 in Part B, and they were 9 in Part A, revealing the diff. of
2.
The “Revelation of 2” through Allah and His messenger’s letters proves that no human being can
stand the “physical presence of Allah” on earth.
Part: Then, his Lord manifested Himself to the mountain, and this caused it to crumble. Moses fell
unconscious. When he came to, he said, "Be You glorified. I repent to You, and I am the most
convinced believer."
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is perfectly 352 to proclaim the truth from the Quran that Allah
did manifest Himself to the mountain, but the mountain crumbled as it could not stand the power and
energy of Allah.
Revelation of 2 through messenger’s letters
7:143 Part 1: When Moses came at our appointed time, and his Lord spoke with him.
Part 2: He (Moses) said, "My Lord, let me look and see You." He (Allah) said, “You cannot see
Me.”
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 16 and 14, revealing the diff. of 2.
7:143 Part 3: Look at that mountain; if it stays in its place, then you can see Me.
Part 4: Then, his Lord manifested Himself to the mountain, and this caused it to crumble. Moses fell
unconscious.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 18 and 16, revealing the diff. of 2.
The “Revelation of 2” proves that Moses request to see Allah physically was unjustified. If the
mountain crumbled, how could Moses stand the presence of Allah, and this is proven through the fact
that he fell unconscious.
Part 5: When he came to, he said, "Be You glorified. I repent to You,
Part 6: And I am the most convinced believer.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 11, revealing the diff. of 1. You can note that once
Moses repented to his Lord, glorified Him, and stated that he was the most convinced believer; the
revelation has changed from 2 to 1. The “Revelation of 1” proves that Moses repented to Allah and
became the most convinced believer after witnessing His awesome power.
Revealed: The Allah letters in Parts 5 & 6 are perfectly 14 to explain and confirm that Moses was
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forgiven once he repented to his Lord.
The disbelievers asked Moses to show them Allah, physically
4:153 Part 1: The people of the scripture challenge you to bring down to them a book from the sky!
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 to confirm the challenge of the disbelievers who asked Moses to
bring them a book from the sky.
Part 2: They have asked Moses for more than that, saying, "Show us Allah, physically."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16, revealing the diff. of 2 gods between Parts 1 and 2. Whoever
asks to bring them a book from the sky or demands to see Allah physically is a total disbeliever and
is far astray. In fact they commit a blasphemy against Allah for their unjust demands.
Revealed: Parts 1-2 The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 6 and 8, the diff. is 2, while the total Aleefs are
14. The Miracle of 14 confirms the blasphemy behind the challenge while the proof of 2 gods
confirms the idolatry committed by the disbelievers.
Part: Saying, "Show us Allah, physically."
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 110, revealing that Allah cannot be seen physically
by anyone. Those who made this unjust demand were struck by the lightning as a consequence of
their audacity.
Part 3: Consequently, the lightning struck them, as a consequence of their audacity.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and the messenger’s letters are also 7 – Perfectly Matched.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 77, revealing and confirming that the lightning struck the
disbelievers as a consequence of their audacity by challenging to see Allah physically.
Part 4: Additionally, they worshipped the calf, after all the miracles they had seen. Yet, we pardoned
all this. We supported Moses with profound miracles.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 17 and messenger’s letters are 31, revealing the diff. of 14.
Part: We supported Moses with profound miracles.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14, proving that Moses was supported by Allah with
profound miracles.
2:55 Recall that you said, "O Moses, we will not believe unless we see Allah, physically."
Consequently, the lightning struck you, as you looked.
2:56 We then revived you, after you had died, that you may be appreciative.
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Through the above 2 verses we note that the disbelievers put a condition to Moses that they will not
believe unless they see Allah physically. Consequently, Allah showed them His awesome power
through the lightning, whereby they were knocked down. The Most Merciful revived them after they
had died to give them another chance to be appreciative of Him. Therefore, in order to show you the
Miracle, I will combine Verse 2:55 Part 1 with Verse 2:56. May Allah forgive me for doing so.
2:55 Part 1 & 2:56 Recall that you said, "O Moses, we will not believe unless we see Allah,
physically." We then revived you, after you had died, that you may be appreciative.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 227, revealing the word “Al Muhminoon – the believers.” By
reviving the disbelievers who had died through the lightning strike, the Most Merciful gave them
another chance to believe in Allah and His messenger in order to become believers.
2:55 Part: Consequently, the lightning struck you, as you looked.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and messenger’s letters are 9, the sum is 14. The numbers reveal
the pattern of 5 and 9 to corroborate with the inscription of 5 verses under 178 and 9 verses under 128
in the Quran.
2:56 We then revived you, after you had died, that you may be appreciative.
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 29 and messenger letters are 15, revealing the diff. of 14.
The followers of Moses committed idolatry by worshiping the calf
2:54 Part 1: Recall that Moses said to his people, “O my people, you have wronged your souls by
worshipping the calf.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13 and messenger’s letters are 27, revealing the diff. of 14.
2:54 Part 2: You must repent to your Creator.
Part 3: You shall kill your egos.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 6 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for both parts is Perfectly 66, Glory be to Allah. This is a prime
and basic command that has now been proven and commands the people to kill their egos and repent
to their Creator in order to believe in Him.
Part: You shall kill your egos. This is better for you in the sight of your Creator.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 14, revealing and confirming through
the Miracle of Seven Pairs.
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Part: He did redeem you.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 2 and messenger’s letters are 4, revealing the diff. of 2 gods. Once
the disbelieving and idol worshiping people repent to their Lord after killing their egos, then they are
redeemed by the Forgiver, Most Merciful.
Part: He is the Redeemer, Most Merciful.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 9, revealing the diff. of 1. The
revelation of 1 through Allah and His messenger’s letters is proof that He is the Redeemer and Most
Merciful towards those who repent to Him after killing their egos.
The followers of Moses put to the Test by Allah
Disobedience by the followers of Moses – Verses 2:67 - 2:71
2:67 Moses said to his people, "Allah commands you to sacrifice a heifer." They said, "Are you
mocking us?" He said, "Allah forbid, that I should behave like the ignorant ones."
2:68 They said, "Call upon your Lord to show us which one." He said, "He says that she is a heifer
that is neither too old, nor too young; of an intermediate age. Now, carry out what you are
commanded to do."
2:69 They said, "Call upon your Lord to show us her color." He said, "He says that she is a yellow
heifer, bright colored, pleases the beholders."
2:70 They said, "Call upon your Lord to show us which one. The heifers look alike to us and, Allah
willing, we will be guided."
2:71 Part 1: He said, "He says that she is a heifer that was never humiliated in plowing the land or
watering the crops; free from any blemish."
Part 2: They said, "Now you have brought the truth." They finally sacrificed her, after this lengthy
reluctance.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 27 and 13 in each part, revealing the diff. of 14. After the lengthy
reluctance and argument, the people submitted to the command of Moses.
2:71 Part: They said, "Now you have brought the truth."
Part: They finally sacrificed her, after this lengthy reluctance.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and 6 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 9 and 10 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1. The truth is
hereby confirmed through the letters of Allah and His messenger.
Explanation of Allah through the Miracle created by Him
2:72 You had killed a soul, then disputed among yourselves. Allah was to expose what you tried to
conceal.
2:73 We said, "Strike (the victim) with part (of the heifer)." That is when Allah brought the victim
back to life, and showed you His signs, that you may understand.
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Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 6 and 6 in each verse, revealing and proclaiming the
glorified name of Allah.
2:73 Part: That is when Allah brought the victim back to life, and showed you His signs, that you
may understand.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 223, to reveal to the believers His Omnipotence and Absolute
Power to revive the dead. This is a profound Sign from the Lord of the Universe to the believers.
5:20 Recall that Moses said to his people, "O my people, remember Allah's blessings upon you: He
appointed prophets from among you, made you kings, and granted you what He never granted any
other people.”
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 14. This confirms Allah’s narration to Moses who
reminded his people about the enormous blessings and appointed prophets and kings from among
them. Moreover, Allah granted them what he never granted to any other people.
5:21 Part 1: "O my people, enter the holy land that Allah has decreed for you.”
Part 2: And do not rebel, lest you become losers.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters in Part 1 is 227 and in Part 2 is 95. Moses commanded his people
to enter the “holy land” confirmed through the revelation of 227 to prove that they were really
believers by fulfilling his command. Part 2 with the GV of Allah as 95 (19 x 5) reminds them not to
rebel lest they become losers.
5:22 Part 1: They said, "O Moses, there are powerful people in it, and we will not enter it, unless
they get out of it.
Part 2: If they get out, we are entering.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 28 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of 19.
5:23 Part 1: Two men who were reverent and blessed by Allah said.
Part 2: Just enter the gate. If you just enter it, you will surely prevail.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 14 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Part 3: You must trust in Allah, if you are believers.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128, revealing the name of the messenger. The two reverent
and blessed men, was Moses and Aaron, who asked their people to enter the gate without any fear.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 17, revealing the first name of the
messenger 178 through the Pattern.
5:24 They said, "O Moses, we will never enter it, so long as they are in it. Therefore, go - you and
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your Lord - and fight. We are sitting right here."
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 162. The revelation points out that the followers of Moses
refused to submit to his command, and were unduly afraid of powerful men in the city. They were
tested through this command and they turned into disbelievers by refusing to obey. In fact, they
blasphemed Allah by saying, “therefore, go – you and your Lord – and fight.”
5:24 Part: They said, “O Moses, we will never enter it, so long as they are in it.”
Part: Therefore, go - you and your Lord - and fight.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16 and 5 in each part, revealing the distinct Proof of Absoluteness of
Allah as 165. This shows the blasphemy committed by the disbelieving followers of Moses.
5:24 Part: They said, “O Moses, we will never enter it, so long as they are in it.” Therefore, go - you
and your Lord.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 up to “Lord.”
Part: Therefore, go - you and your Lord.
Part: We are sitting right here.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 6 and 5, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 190 and 256, revealing the diff. of Perfectly 66. The
gross disobedience of the disbelieving followers of Moses is reflected through the current
messenger’s letters which reveal the “Revelation of 1” as well as the glorified name of Allah 66.
5:25 He (Moses) said, “My Lord, I can only control myself and my brother.”
Revealed: The Aleefs are 7 and messenger’s letters are 14, revealing the Sacred Miracle of Seven
Pairs.
Part: So, allow us to part company.
Part: With the wicked people.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 212 and 494, revealing the glorified name “Rabbi –
my Lord” and the proof of 19 through the number 494.
5:26 Part 1: He said, “Henceforth, it is forbidden them for forty years.”
5:26 Part 2: During which they will roam the earth aimlessly. Do not grieve over such wicked
people.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 19 in each part, revealing the Sacred Miracles of 1419 and confirming Allah’s decision for the wicked to forbid them for 40 years from entering the
town, and to let them roam the earth aimlessly.
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Retribution for the wicked transgressors
28:3 We recite to you herein some history of Moses and Pharaoh, truthfully, for the benefit of people
who believe.
28:5 We willed to compensate those who were oppressed on earth, and to turn them into leaders, and
make them the inheritors.
28:6 And to establish them on earth, and to give Pharaoh, Hamaan, and their troops a taste of their
own medicine.
28:4 Pharaoh turned into a tyrant on earth, and discriminated against some people. He persecuted a
helpless group of them, slaughtering their sons, while sparing their daughters. He was indeed wicked.
2:49 Recall that we saved you from Pharaoh's people who inflicted upon you the worst persecution,
slaying your sons and sparing your daughters. That was an exacting test from your Lord.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 26 and 12, revealing the diff. of 14. The Proof confirms that
Pharaoh was a cruel tyrant; he persecuted the people, and slaughtered their sons while sparing their
daughters.
7:130 We then afflicted Pharaoh's people with drought, and shortage of crops, that they may take
heed.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and messenger’s letters are 26, revealing the diff. of 14.
7:131 Part 1: When good omens came their way, they said, "We have deserved this," but when a
hardship afflicted them, they blamed Moses and those with him.
Part 2: In fact, their omens are decided only by Allah, but most of them do not know.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 up to “we have deserved this,” and they are 19 in Part 1. The
GV of Allah letters for Part 2 is Perfectly 202 to proclaim “Rabb – Lord.”
7:132 They said, "No matter what kind of sign you show us, to dupe us with your magic, we will not
believe."
7:133 Part 1: Consequently, we sent upon them the flood, the locusts, the lice, the frogs, and the
blood.
Part 2: (These were) profound signs. But they maintained their arrogance. They were evil people.
Revealed: In Part 1, the Allah letters are 19 and in Part 2, the Allah letters are 7.
The 5 different retributions mentioned in the verse are:
The flood - the locusts – the lice – the frogs – the blood.
Revealed: The Allah letters are precisely 14 and messenger’s letters are 15, revealing the diff. of 1
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to confirm these retributions.
Part: (These were) profound signs. But they maintained their arrogance.
Part: They were evil people.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 4 and 3, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters in Part 1 is 148 to proclaim “Praise be to Allah.”
Whether the evil people believe or not, Allah is Praised for sending down profound signs.
7:134 Part 1: Whenever a plague afflicted them, they said, "O Moses, implore your Lord - you are
close to Him.”
Part 2: If you relieve this plague, we will believe with you, and will send the Children of Israel with
you.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 23 and 24 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1. The
disbelievers amongst the followers of Pharaoh made false promises and never upheld their pledges.
7:135 Yet, when we relieved the plague for any length of time, they violated their pledge.
7:136 Consequently, we avenged their actions, and drowned them in the sea. That is because they
rejected our signs, and were totally heedless thereof.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16 and 17 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1. The consequences
of rejecting the Signs of Allah and violating their pledges were inevitable, as The Avenger drowned
them in the sea to annihilate them.
Moses finds a woman to marry while helping a family to fill up water
28:20 Part 1: A man came running from the other side of the city.
Part 2: Saying, "O Moses, the people are plotting to kill you. You better leave immediately. I am
giving you good advice."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 31 in each part, revealing the diff. of 19.
28:21 Part 1: He fled the city, afraid and watchful.
Part 2: He said, "My Lord, save me from the oppressive people."
Revealed: Part 1: The Allah letters are 4 and messenger’s letters are 5, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: Part 2: The Allah letters are 7.
28:22 As he traveled towards Midyan, he said, "May my Lord guide me in the right path."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13 and messenger’s letters are 27, revealing the diff. of 14.
28:23 When he reached Midyan's water, he found a crowd of people watering, and noticed two
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women waiting on the side. He said, "What is it that you need?" They said, "We are not able to water,
until the crowd disperses, and our father is an old man."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 28 in the verse, a multiple of 14, and messenger’s letters are 57, a
multiple of 19. Thus the verse is marked through the sacred codes of 14 and 19.
28:24 Part 1: He watered for them, then turned to the shade, saying,
Part 2: "My Lord, whatever provision you send to me, I am in dire need for it."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 15 and 14 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: Part 2: The GV of messenger’s letters is 462 to proclaim the Statute Book” “and the
number reveals 7 x 66
28:25 Part 1: Soon, one of the two women approached him, shyly.
Part 2: And said, "My father invites you to pay you for watering for us."
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 5 and 6 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Part 3: When he met him, and told him his story,
Part 4: He said, "Have no fear. You have been saved from the oppressive people."
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 3 and 4 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
28:26 Part 1: One of the two women said, "O my father, hire him.”
Part 2: He is the best one to hire, for he is strong and honest.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 7 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
28:27 Part 1: He said, "I wish to offer one of my two daughters for you to marry, in return for
working for me for eight pilgrimages; if you make them ten, it will be voluntary on your part.”
Part 2: I do not wish to make this matter too difficult for you. You will find me, Allah willing,
righteous.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 14 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
28:28 Part 1: He said, "It is an agreement between me and you. Whichever period I fulfill, you will
not be averse to either one.”
Part 2: Allah is the guarantor of what we said.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and 8 in each part, revealing the name of the messenger, Husain
128 as the ultimate proof for all of the above verses.
Part 2: Allah is the guarantor of what we said.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 with the GV of 157, the sum of 8+157 = 165, revealing the
glorified name of Allah, the Absolute, who is the guarantor of what they said and agreed.
The Mystery behind the teacher of Moses – who was he? The Proof is at the end of the subject
18:65 They found one of our servants, whom we blessed with mercy, and bestowed upon him from
our own knowledge.
18:66 Moses said to him, "Can I follow you, that you may teach me some of the knowledge and the
guidance bestowed upon you?"
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 in this beginning verse, to enlighten the believers that the servant
(angel) was blessed with mercy and bestowed with special knowledge by Allah. The Allah letters are
14 and 13 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
18:67 He said, "You cannot stand to be with me.
18:68 "How can you stand that which you do not comprehend?"
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 10 and 11, revealing the diff. of 1.
18:69 He (Moses) said, "You will find me, Allah willing, patient. I will not disobey any command
you give me."
18:70 He (angel messenger) said, "If you follow me, then you shall not ask me about anything, unless
I choose to tell you about it."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 19 in each verse, confirming Moses commitment not
to disobey any command given by the (angel) messenger; also, Moses committed not to ask any
questions unless the (angel) messenger chose to tell him about it.
18:71 Part 1: So they went. When they boarded a ship, he bore a hole in it.
Part 2: He said, "Did you bore a hole in it to drown its people? You have committed something
terrible."
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 7 and 8 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
18:72 He said, "Did I not say that you cannot stand to be with me?"
18:73 He said, "I am sorry. Do not punish me for my forgetfulness; do not be too harsh with me."
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 5 and 7 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 2. Here the
Revelation of 2 represents Moses breaking his promise not to question or disobey any command of
the (angel) messenger.
18:74 So they went. When they met a young boy, he killed him. He said, "Why did you kill such an
innocent person, who did not kill another person? You have committed something horrendous."
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18:75 He said, "Did I not tell you that you cannot stand to be with me?"
18:76 He said, "If I ask you about anything else, then do not keep me with you. You have seen
enough apologies from me."
Revealed: In Verse 18:74, the Allah letters are 20 and in Verses 18:75-76 the Allah letters are 22,
revealing the diff. of 2. The revelation of 2 reflects upon Moses’ opposition to the (angel) messenger
for killing a young boy and telling him that he had committed something very horrendous. Moses had
agreed that he would not interfere with anything the (angel) messenger does and will follow him
blindly without questioning him.
18:75 He said, "Did I not tell you that you cannot stand to be with me?"
18:76 He said, "If I ask you about anything else, then do not keep me with you. You have seen
enough apologies from me."
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 5 and 6 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
18:77 Part: So they went. When they reached a certain community, they asked the people for food,
but they refused to host them. Soon, they found a wall about to collapse, and he fixed it.
Part: He said, "You could have demanded a wage for that!"
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 147 and 128 in each part, revealing the Miracle of Seven
Pairs as well as the name of the current messenger. Out of the 3 things that the (angel) messenger
did, two of them would be considered sins if an unauthorized human being committed them. The 3rd
one narrated in Verse 18:77 is the righteous deed in the view of humans whereby the (angel)
messenger fixed the wall that was about to collapse. Moses uttered that he could have demanded a
wage for fixing the wall, but the (angel) messenger would not ask for any wage, as he only did what
he was inspired and commanded to do by Allah, Most Wise.
18:78 He said, "Now we have to part company, but I will explain to you everything you could not
stand.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 7. The (angel) messenger explains to Moses the reasons
behind everything that he did.
18:79 "As for the ship, it belonged to poor fishermen, and I wanted to render it defective. There was a
king coming after them, who was confiscating every ship, forcibly.
18:80 "As for the boy, his parents were good believers, and we saw that he was going to burden them
with his transgression and disbelief.
18:81 "We willed that your Lord substitute in his place another son; one who is better in
righteousness and kindness.
Revealed: Both Verses: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are Perfectly 19 as these verses mention that
the parents of the boy were good believers and the son was going to burden them with his
transgression and disbelief. The Lord willed that He substitute another son who is better in
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righteousness and kindness. Praise be to Allah who knows the future of each soul, and this proof
reflects on the future knowledge of Allah about every human being that He has created.
18:81 Part 1: We willed that your Lord substitute in his place another son.
Part 2: one who is better in righteousness and kindness.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 8 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 17 in the entire verse, and the Aleefs of Absoluteness are 8,
revealing the first name of the messenger through the Pattern of 178.
I have bolded the words “we willed” to explain my usage of the word “angel” messenger. This verse
with the proofs explains that only the angel will use such words. A human messenger will never use
the words “we willed.” The words include Allah and the angel.
18:82 Part: As for the wall, it belonged to two orphan boys in the city. Under it, there was a treasure
that belonged to them.
Part: Because their father was a righteous man, your Lord wanted them to grow up and attain full
strength, then extract their treasure.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16 and 17 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Part: Such is mercy from your Lord.
Revealed: The Allah letter is only 1 and Arabic letters are 9, revealing the number 19 as the mercy
of your Lord.
Part: Such is mercy from your Lord.
Part: I (angel messenger) did none of that of my own volition.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 5 and 6 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
18:82 Part: I did none of that of my own volition. This is the explanation of the things you could not
stand.
Revealed: The sum of digits of Verse 18:82 add to 19, with the perfect split of 9 and 10, just like in
Verse 74:30.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 165 to reveal the Absoluteness of Allah who
authorized the so-called teacher of Moses, who was in fact an angel. This is the reason he committed
acts that human messengers are not allowed to commit. Most believers would not have known the
angel messenger hidden in the verses if it were not that some words used in them to which the
messenger was guided and enlightened to know by the Most Wise. The Revelation of 165 sums up
the hidden meaning behind Verses 18:65 to 18:82. Note that the sum of digits of 18:65 add to 20,
while the sum of digits for 18:82 add to 19, revealing the diff. of 1.
The Revelation of 165 would not be complete without Allah, Most Merciful, revealing the name of
the messenger through whom He has explained the hidden content of the verses.
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18:82 Part: This is the explanation of the things you could not stand.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128 revealing the name of the messenger who is authorized to
explain the verses that you could not understand.
*** Below is the beginning and ending verses on Allah’s narration of verses to explain that Moses
teacher was not a human being but was an angel. The mystery behind the unnamed teacher is
resolved through the Proofs revealed by Allah, Most Wise. Note the use of words such as;
“whom we blessed with mercy, and bestowed upon him from our own knowledge, and the angel
messenger saying that, “I did none of that of my own volition.”
Beginning Verse18:65 They found one of our servants, whom we blessed with mercy, and bestowed
upon him from our own knowledge.
Ending Verse 18:82 Part: Such is mercy from your Lord. I did none of that of my own volition.
This is the explanation of the things you could not stand.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and 13, revealing the Supreme Revelation of 1.
Ultimate Fate and Retribution for Pharaoh
2:50 Recall that we parted the sea for you; we saved you and drowned Pharaoh's people before your
eyes.
10:88 Part 1: Moses said, "Our Lord, you have given Pharaoh and his elders luxuries and wealth in
this world. Our Lord, they only use them to repulse others from Your path.”
Part 2: “Our Lord, wipe out their wealth, and harden their hearts to prevent them from believing,
until they see the painful retribution."
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 12 and 11 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
10:88 Part 1: Moses said, "Our Lord, you have given Pharaoh and his elders luxuries and wealth in
this world.
Part 2: Our Lord, they only use them to repulse others from Your path. Our Lord, wipe out their
wealth, and harden their hearts to prevent them from believing, until they see the painful retribution."
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 175 and 353, revealing the diff. of 178 to proclaim the first
name of the messenger, Makbool. Like Moses, this is the imploring of the current messenger
regarding the disbelievers who have ignored, disregarded, rejected, and refused to believe in the
miraculous revelations of Allah.
10:89 Part 1: He said, "Your prayer has been answered (O Moses and Aaron), so be steadfast.”
Part 2: “And do not follow the ways of those who do not know.”
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 5 and 4 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters in each part is 35 (7x5) and 154 (14x11), revealing the Seven
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Pairs Miracle.
10:90 Part 1: We delivered the Children of Israel across the sea. Pharaoh and his troops pursued
them, aggressively and sinfully. When drowning became a reality for him,
Part 2: He (Pharaoh) said, "I believe that there is no god except the One in whom the Children of
Israel have believed; I am a submitter."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 28 and 30, revealing the diff. of 2 gods. Pharaoh and his
troops were evil sinners and disbelievers who challenged Allah and His messenger Moses. When he
finally saw that he was going to drown in the sea; at that point he admitted that there is only one God
in whom the Children of Israel have believed and that he is a submitter.
The last 2 verses are sacredly marked with the profound code of Absoluteness of Allah in a unique
way.
10:91 "Too late! For you have rebelled already, and chose to be a transgressor.
10:92 "Today, we will preserve your body, to set you up as a lesson for future generations."
Unfortunately, many people are totally oblivious to our signs.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 16 in each verse, revealing the Absoluteness of Allah through
the Pattern of 16 and 5.
10:92 Part 1: "Today, we will preserve your body, to set you up as a lesson for future generations."
Part 2: Unfortunately, many people are totally oblivious to our signs.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of 2 gods. Pharaoh’s body
has been preserved to set up an example for future generations – a great Sign from Allah.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters in the entire verse is 223, revealing that Pharaoh and his troops
refused to become believers even after seeing the profound signs that Moses showed them.
Revealed: Part 2: The GV of messenger’s letters is 522 to proclaim the “Hadees – the words” of
Allah, revealed through His messenger, Subhan Allah.
Pharaoh’s wife believed and was forgiven and granted Paradise
66:11 Part 1: And Allah cites as an example of those who believed the wife of Pharaoh.
Part 2: She said, "My Lord, build a home for me at You in Paradise, and save me from Pharaoh and
his works; save me from the transgressing people."
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 161 (7 x 23) and 227, revealing the diff. of Perfectly 66,
proclaiming the glorified name of Allah - He is the One who accepted the belief of Pharaoh’s wife
and knew what was in her heart. Had she proclaimed her belief openly during the time Pharaoh was
alive, he would have killed her. All the numbers revealed in this verse have a meaning behind them.
The number 161 is a multiple of 7, it means that she believed in the signs of her Lord, the number 227
spells out the believers, she was one of the believers; and the Perfect number of 66 represents Allah –
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the only One who can forgive or punish. The sum of revealed numbers from both parts – 161 and
227, the sum is 388 proclaiming “Al Kaaferoon – the disbelievers.” Pharaoh’s wife was the only one
who chose not to be a part of the disbelievers; instead she chose to be a believer in Allah, His
messengers, His Signs, and His revelations. This proves the profound knowledge of Allah regarding
each soul and fully knows who believes and who disbelieves. He also takes the circumstances
surrounding the oppressed people into consideration.
Peace be upon the messengers.
PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
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